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The purpose of this paper is to show that, if f : X + Y is an ape a-closed onto map and if X is 
-paracompact (that is, p(X) is paraccm act), then p (f) : p TX)-+ y ( Y) is an open-r,iosed 
p, where fi (X) is the completion of X th respect o its finest kiformrty and p(f) is tlhe 
extension of f over Y(X), ard apply this result to obtain a theorem stating that the image of ‘an 
‘-space under an open-closed map is also an M’-space. 
out this paper all spaces are Tychonoff spaces unless otherwise specified, 
n-closed maps are onto continuous. 
As is well known, for a continuous map f : X-+ Y, there exists its extension 
pcf) : /3(X)-+ /3(Y), where /3(X) denotes the Stone-eech compactificatbn of X. 
Since p cf) carries into P (Y) ([14]), cnote the rekctbn map p(f) 1 p (X) 
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by well orde,ring of P, where 7. is an ordinal, and let h, : X-+ I be continuous 
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Then, by t’Y]e same way as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, it is shown that a function 
k, : Y + I defined by 
k,(y)= sup(h:(y)(26 < 7) for 7 s 7. 
is continuous. Hence, ;f we take a continuous function hl : Y + I such that 
{y 1 g‘(y) < E} = {y I hi(y) > 0}, then a function g, : Y -+ I defined by 
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We shall next prove that p(f) is a WZ-map, i.e. 
P(f)"(Y) = clficxjp4jj ‘(y) for y F fi( Y) 
by making use of (*). Let y. E p(Y) - Y, x0 E pcf)“(yo) and 
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As 3~n appIicati n of Theorem 2.1, we shall prcrve the following theorem. 
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is completes the proof of rrhEsorem 2.3. 
As is easilv seen from the proof of Theorem 2., . 2, the boundary of ea& fiber of an 
open-closed map from an M’-space onto a space is relatively ~zeudocompact. 
Recently Qh,.a [la] has proved this result directly, and obtained Theorem 2,3 
independently. 
Concerning the images of -spaces ([4]) under open-closed maps, we have the 
following theorem. 
Tkorem 2.4. L stf : X + Y be an open-closed map. If Xis an hP-spo.ce, SQ is Y. 
foot. Since every M*-space is a q-space and countably paracomprxt ([LI]), Y is a 
, q-space and hence the boundary of each fibar of f is countabhy compac:t. Therefore 
Y is an M%pace ([4]). IUs we have TlIeorrein 2.4. 
By virtue of Theorems 2.3 and 2,4, we have at once the fd’lswiug theorem due to 
orita [IS], since ( 
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